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Abstract. A Boolean algebra is computable if there is a one-to-one numeration (On)n~_N of its 
domain which associates recursive functions with sup, inf and complement. A computable 
Boolean algebra ~ with enumeration (U n) is a constructive xtension of its computable sub- 
algebra 9a with enumeration (On) if there is a recursive function h such that O n = Uh(n). Let 
~1 be a computable Boolean algebra with enumeration (On) whose elements are the clopen 
sets in some Boolean space ~r. A subset U of ~r is recursive open (respectively, recursively 
regular open) fff there are recursive functions f and g such that U = U~NOf(n) and 
U-' =' I.Jn~.N Og(n ) (respectively, U = (Lln~_N Of(n))" - '  = (flr~.N Og(n))-'-'). Since the 
regular open sets form a minimal completion of 9J (see the introduction), the concepts repre- 
sent two attempts to define "the recursive lements of" this completion. Detailed motivation 
for the definitions is included in the introduction. The recursively regular open sets form a 
Boolean algebra (under the operations which make the regular open sets into a Boolean alge- 
bra). A simple extension of 9.1 obtained by adjoining a regular open set U can be given the 
structure of a constructive extension of 9a iff U is recursive open. The class of recursive open 
sets which are regular is the union of all (simple) constructive extensions of ~1 which consist 
of regular open sets. Henceforth, assume 9" is the Cantor space, so that 9.1 is atomless. The re- 
cursive open sets which are regular do not form a Boolean algebra. ~1 possesses computable 
extensions which are constructive and others which are not constructive. The Boolean algebra 
generated by the recursive open sets which are regular equals the algebra of recursively regular 
open sets, so that the two attempts to define "the recursive lements of" the completion 
coincide. 
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§ 1. Introduction 
The study of computable algebraic structures has proved to be a fertile 
and exciting area, encompassing both the investigation of specific alge- 
braic objects 1 and the general setting formulated by Rabin [14]. Rough- 
ly speaking, a computable algebraic structure is one whose elements may 
be placed in one-to-one correspondence with the natural numbers in such 
a way that the number-theoretic functions and relations corresponding to 
its algebraic functions and relations are recursive. Thus the natural num- 
bers are regarded as labels for the elements of the structure. (Formal 
definitions will be given in § 2, for the particular structures we will study.) 
Suppose that 91 and ~3 are computable algebraic structures of the same 
sort (e.g., both groups, both rings, or both lattices) and that 91 is a sub- 
structure of ~3. Following Ershov [3], call 23a constructive extension of 
91 if a recursive function translates the labels (in 91) of elements of 91 into 
their labels in ~. ~ In some contexts, the notion of a constructive exten- 
sion is not genuinely fruitful. For instance, the constructive field exten- 
sions of the rationals and the constructive p-adic extensions of the ratio- 
nals viewed as a p-valued field are precisely the computable extensions of 
those structures. However, we will exhibit a setting in which not all com- 
putable xtensions are constructive (Corollary 25). 
It is easy to formulate the definition of a computable Boolean algebra. 
The definition we give below is intimately related to the notion of a re- 
cursive Boolean algebra which Feiner [4] uses in his study of different 
sorts of questions. 
We hope that the diversity of algebraic behavior possible within the 
theory of Boolean algebras (e.g., the existence of both atomless and 
atomic Boolean algebras) will be reflected in the recursion-theoretic 
properties of the associated computable structures. Already some evi- 
dence supports this hope. For instance, it is easy to show (Lemma 6, 
below) that the countable atomless Boolean algebra can be given a com- 
putable structure in only one way (to within recursive isomorphism), 
but the first author has shown that this is not the case for the algebra 
of finite and cofinite subsets of a countably infinite set. 
See, for instance, Froehlich and Shepherdson [5 ] (which also cites early work of Kronecker 
and Van der Waerden), Lachlan and Madison [8], Madison [11], and Nerode [13]. Recent work 
includes the theses of Dubrovsky [2], Kloster [7], and Suter [19]. 
2 Ershov's definition was made in the setting of computable fields (numbered fields). 
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We are specifically interested in the study of extensions of a compu- 
table Boolean algebra ~ which are substructures of its minimal comple- 
tion ~. (Background material is given in § 2.) Many of the results in the 
present paper concern the countable atomless Boolean algebra ~a and 
^ 
its extensions. Every countable xtension of ~a which lies in ~a is atom- 
less, hence isomorphic to ~8a, hence computable. Thus, when we restrict 
to extensions of ~Sa which are substructures of~a, questions regarding 
the computability of extensions are rendered trivial. However, questions 
related to constructivity of extensions remain interesting. 3 Among 
other things, we exhibit (computable) xtensions of ~a which are con- 
structive and others which are not. (This contrasts, for example, with 
the examples mentioned in our first paragraph, for which every compu- 
table extension is constructive.) In addition, we characterize the simple 
extensions of an arbitrary computable Boolean algebra (not necessarily 
atomless) which are constructive. 
Frequently, a particularly nice extension ~ of an algebraic structure 
can be constructed by using collections (or sequences) of elements of 
to determine lements of 9~, as when ~ is one of the Dedekind (or 
Cauchy) completions which abound in the literature. When ~ is com- 
putable, it is natural to try to isolate those elements of ~l which corre- 
spond in some sense to effective collections (or sequences) of elements 
of ~, and call them the recursive lements of ~t (relative to s21 ). This set 
of recursive lements can be thought of as an effective (and hence coun- 
table) analog of the completion ~ of ~. For instance, this leads to the 
characterization f the recursive reals 4 when 9~ is the ordered field of 
rational numbers and ~ is the ordered field of real numbers. Suppose 
is a computable Boolean algebra nd ~t is its minimal completion. How 
should we define the recursive lements of ~ (relative to ~ )? 
The literature contains two different reatments of the minimal com- 
pletion of a Boolean algebra, the original one of MacNeille [ 1 0 ] and a 
topological one in which ~ corresponds tc~ the clopen sets, and ~ to the 
regular open sets, in a Boolean space. (More details are given in § 2.) We 
work in the topological context (but later in this introduction we will 
a At this point it is appropriate to plead guilty to the charge that the title of this paper is 
misleading. We preferred to avoid mention of the concept of a constructive extension, which is 
less well established in the literature. 
4 See Mazur [121 and Rice [15]. 
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comment briefly on the existence of analogs in the algebraic setting). 
Thus we have access to the language and concepts of effective topology. 
(Cf. Lacombe [9] and Uspenski[ 20] .) For any topological space which 
possesses a countable basis for the open sets, let 0 o, 01  , ... be an enumer 
ation of such a basis. Call an open set U recursively enumerable (r.e.) 
open relative to the enumeration s if there is a recursive function f such  
that U = Un~ N Of(n). (In addition to many appearances in computable 
analysis and topology per  se,  this concept also plays a central role in the 
outline of a mathematical theory of computation given in [ 171 .) By 
analogy with the theorem that a subset S of the set N of natural numbers 
is recursive if and only if (iff) S and its complement S' are both r.e., call 
an open set U recursive open with respect o 0 o, 01  . . . .  iff U and U- '  
are both r.e. open. Here U- is the closure of U and thus U- '  is the 
largest open set contained in the complement of U. We do not know 
whether our definition of recursive open set has explicitly occurred in 
the literature; it is natural enough that it probably has. Most references 
in the literature to "recursive open sets" refer to the sets which we call 
r.e. open sets. The topological spaces we are interested in have a count- 
able basis consisting of clopen sets, so henceforth the notation 0 o, 01 ,  .. 
will refer to a sequence of clopen sets. 
Let 9.l be a computable Boolean algebra whose elements are the clopen 
sets of some Boolean space 3". The recursive open sets which are regular 
appear to yield the most natural class of "recursive lements of" ~[, at 
first glance. However, they do not form a Boolean algebra when the 
space in question is the Cantor space (Corollary 11). (This contrasts, for 
instance, with the case of the recursive reals, where the most natural 
definition yields a real-closed field. 6 ) Thus it appears that a certain 
amount of noneffectiveness must be introduced into any potential defi- 
nition of the recursive lements of 9]. (Our next paragraph contains addi- 
tional evidence which indicates that appearances are not deceiving.) We 
consider two ways of doing this. The first is the most obvious algebraic 
ploy; we simply consider the Boolean algebra generated by the recursive 
open sets Which are regular. The second introduces noneffectiveness by. 
s When we are dealing with the clopen sets in the Cantor space itself, i.e., with the countable 
atomless Boolean algebra, there is no genuine dependence upon the particular enumeration, by
Lemma 6 below. 
6 See Mazur [121 and Rice [15]. 
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allowing a certain topological operation to separate the open set in 
question from the effectiveness considerations. The latter approach 
results in our definition of the recursively regular open sets. The collec- 
tion of regular open sets forms a complete Boolean algebra under oper- 
ations described in § 2. A regular open set is recursively regular open 
(with respect to a particular enumeration of the clopen sets) if it is both 
the supremum of some r.e. sequence of clopen sets and the infimum of 
some r.e. sequence of clopen sets. Thus clearly we could recast our defi- 
nitions in the algebraic setting of MacNeille [ 10]. We give a precise defi- 
nition of the recursively regular open sets in § 2, where we indicate the 
topological nature of the supremum and infimum operations for the 
regular open sets. If 5 r is the Stone space of an arbitrary computable 
Boolean algebra, the recursively regular open sets form a Boolean algebra 
which includes the recursive open sets which are regular. If ~7 is the 
Cantor space, the Boolean algebra generated by the recursive open sets 
which are regular equals the algebra of recursively regular open sets, so 
that the algebraic and topological means of introducing noneffective- 
ness into the definition of recursive open sets are equally noneffective. 
Thus our two candidates for the "recursive lements of" ~a coincide. 
We show that this algebra of recursively regular open sets is not a con- 
structive xtension of ~a" 
The circle of concepts uggested above has its roots in the definition 
of a recursive open set. We feel that most readers will agree that a defi- 
nition of the recursive lements of ~ should contain the recursive open 
sets which are regular, hence will agree that our two means of introduc- 
ing noneffectiveness aresensible ways of coping with the fact that the 
recursive open sets which are regular do not form a Boolean algebra. One 
further piece of evidence is that we show that the collection of recursive 
open sets which are regular is precisely the union of all constructive ex- 
tensions of ~ for ~ an arbitrary computable Boolean algebra whose ele- 
ments are the clopen sets of some Boolean space. Results related to 
other computable structures ( ee Lachlan and Madison [8], Madison 
[ 11 ], Dubrovski [2 ], Kloster [ 7 ], and Suter [ 19 ] ) suggest that the set 
of recursive lements should contain all constructive extensions, in
which case we started our circle of concepts with the smallest possible 
class of objects. 
Two warnings concerning terminology should be stressed. First, other 
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authors' recursive open sets are our r.e. open sets. Second, arecursively 
regular open set need not be recursive open (Corollary 15), although it
must be regular open. 
The first theorem of § 3, which shows that the recursive open sets 
which are regular do not always form a Boolean algebra, contains a
good sampling of our techniques. The reader who is not interested in
the details of our proofs might want to read the sketch of that proof 
given near the start of § 3. 
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§ 2. Basic concepts 
2.1. Our treatment of recursion theory is informal, in the spirit of 
Rogers [ 16]. For background material on Boolean algebras and their 
topological representations, see the rest of this section and Halmos [6], 
as well as Sikorski [18] and Bell and Slomson [1]. 
Let~ = (B,v ,A, ') be a countable Boolean algebra, where v and A are 
the binary functions corresponding to supremum (least upper bound, 
cup) and infimum (greatest lower bound, cap) and ' is the unary func- 
tion corresponding to complement. An indexing for ~ is a one-to-one 
function from the set N of all natural numbers onto B. An indexing b
of ~ is admissible iff b(0) is the zero-element of ~, b(1) is the one- 
element of ~, and the functions , i and c defined by the conditions 
b(n) v b(m) = b(s(n, m))  , 
b(n) A b(m) = b(i(n, m))  , 
b(n)' = b(c (n) ) ,  
for all n, m ~ N, are recursive. A Boolean algebra is computable if it 
possesses at least one admissible indexing. 
Except for trivial modifications, this definition is patterned after 
Rabin [ 14]. Note that the definition requires that the zero- and one- 
elements be distinguished. We explicitly require that all three functions 
be recursive only in the interest of mimicking one algebraic treatment 
of Boolean algebras closely. For instance, the recursiveness of s could 
be deduced from the fact that s(n, m) = c(i(c(n), c(m))),  or the recur- 
siveness of c could be deduced from the fact that 
c(n) = I~m[s(n, m) = 1 & i(n, m) = 01. 
(Here "Jam [... ]" is read "the least m such that ...".) Other commonly 
used concepts in the theory of Boolean algebras can also be shown to 
have recursive functions associated with them, a fact which we use 
freely in our informal presentations of constructions, without a detailed 
analysis of which concepts are being discussed. For instance, the partial 
ordering of a computable Boolean algebra has the recursive function 
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= [0 i f i (n,c(m))  = O, 
0 (n, m) 
L 1 otherwise, 
associated with it, since b(n) <~ b(m)  iff b(n)  ^  b(m)) '  is the zero-ele- 
ment. 7 We frequently refer to a computable Boolean algebra together 
with a particular admissible indexing by the notation (B, s, i, c, (bn)nEN). 
Let ~ = (B, s, i, c, (bn)n~ N) and ~ = (B, s, i, C~'(bn)n~A~]2 becomputable 
Boolean algebras uch that ~ is a subalgebra of N. Then ~ is a construe- 
tire extension of ~3 iff the function fdef ined by the equation 
N 
b n = bf(n) for all n ~ N ,  
is recursive. 
2.2. In an arbitrary topological space, we write the complement of the 
closure of a set O as either O- '  or O ±. A set O is regular open precisely 
if O ±± = O, i.e., precisely if O is the interior of its own closure. For the 
specific topological spaces we are interested in, the clopen sets (the sets 
which are both closed and open) form a basis for the open sets, so that 
in these spaces a set O is regular open precisely if every clopen subset of 
O- is a subset of O. (Both versions of the definition of regularity are 
used repeatedly.) Clearly, every clopen set is regular open. 
By the Stone representation theorem (see Halmos [6, p. 72 ff.] ), each 
Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the clopen sets in some Boolean space 
(a compact Hausdorff space such that the clopen sets form a basis for 
the open sets), called its Stone space, under the usual set-theoretic oper- 
ations of union, intersection and complement. The relevant canonical 
isomorphism can be used to convert an admissible indexing of a Boolean 
algebra into an admissible indexing of the clopen sets in its Stone space, 
and vice versa. By using only the canonical isomorphism for this purpose, 
7 In contrast, Feiner [4] defines a Boolean algebra (B,V,A, ') to be reeursive if its domain 
B is a recursive subset of N, the functionsV, A and ' are recursive, and the partial ordering ~ is 
recursive. Clearly, an infinite Boolean algebra is computable iff it is isomorphic to a recursive 
Boolean algebra. However, the procedure which takes recursive Boolean algebras to computable 
structures on them is not effective since recursive Boolean algebras do not have distinguished 
zero- and one-elements. Except for the differences concerning the zero- and one-elements, our 
computable Boolean algebras are related to Feiner's recursive Boolean algebras in the same way 
that Rabin's computable structures are related to Froehlich and Shepherdson's explicit struc- 
tures; for a discussion of  that relation, see Rabin [ 14, pp. 343-344] .  
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the conversion process preserves distinctness of indexings. Thus we may 
assume that the elements of any computable Boolean algebra re the 
clopen sets in some Boolean space. When we do this, the collection of 
regular open sets in that Boolean space forms a minimal completion 
with (O 1 kJ 02 )±± and 01 n 02 playing the roles of the supremum and 
infimum of two regular open sets O 1 and 02, respectively, and O ± play- 
ing the role of the complement of a regular open set O (see Halmos [6, 
pp. 12-17 and 90-97] ) :  
The supremum and infimum of a family {Pn} of regular open sets are 
(UPn)l± and (flPn)±± (see Halmos [6, p. 25] ). 
Lemma 1. Let U and V be open sets in an arbitrary topological space. 
Then 
(a) UC-- U l±, 
(b) U ± = U ±±±, 
(c) (Un  V) ' l  = U I J- n V l± 
For the proofs, see Halmos [6, pp. 14-15 ]. 
Definition 2. Let (On)ne N be an admissible indexing of the clopen sets 
in a Boolean space S r. A subset U of S r is recursively regular open with 
respect o (On)n~ N iff there exist recursive functions f and g such that 
U= (n~N Of(n))±X=(n~[] N Og(n)) 'l 
We frequently suppress reference to the indexing (On)n~_a N. Since 
f]n~NOg(n) is closed, the last term of the equality could also be written 
as (Nn~NOg(n)) ±±. Thus, as promised in the introduction, a set U is re- 
cursively regular open iff it is both the supremum of one r.e. sequence 
of clopen sets and the infimum of another .e. sequence of clopen sets. 
Viewed another way, a recursively regular open set is "bounded on both 
sides" by sets which possess effectiveness properties, in the following 
sense. Lemma 1 yields that 
) U Of(n) ~ U C--- U- = Of(n) • n~N n N 
Also, U is the interior of the closed set ['ln~ N Og(n ). 
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Alternatively, a set U is recursively regular open if U and U l can be 
obtained from r.e. open sets by one, not two, applications of ±. For 
~±// I. 
U l =(nUN Of(n,) =(nUN Of(n,)- ' 
by the lemma, and 
U=(n~N Og(n)) '± =(n~N Oe(g(n')) ± ' 
where c is the recursive function corresponding to complementation. 
(When restricted to clopen sets, the complementation peration ± 
becomes usual set-theoretic complementation '.) Clearly these opera- 
tions are reversible, so that U is recursively regular open iff there are 
recursive functions f and h such that U = (OnE N O h(n))l and U ± = 
(I.Jn e N Of(n)) ±. 
Clearly every recursively regular open set is regular open, by Lemma 
1 (b). 
It is well known that the closure of a finite union is the union of the 
closures, a fact we will use repeatedly. The next lemma shows that the 
closure of an intersection of two sets is the intersection of the closures 
in the special case when one of the sets is clopen. 
Lemma 3. Let 0 be a clopen subset o f  an arbitrary topological space. 
Let V be an arbitrary subset o f  that space. Then 
(Vn  O)-  = V- n O. 
Proof. Since 0 is closed, (V n 0 ) -  c_ V- n O. We wish to show the 
other inclusion. Let x ~ V- n O. Let U be any open set which contains 
x. Since 0 is open, 0 n U is open and contains x. Since x ~ V- ,  
0 n U n V 4: ~. Thus any open set which contains x intersects V n O, 
soxe  (Vn  0) - .  
Lemma 4. Let Of(s) be a clopen subset of  the compact space ~7 for every 
s, and let O k be a clopen subset o f  9". I f  
Ok C 13 then O k C IJ Of(s) -- seN Of(s)' -- s< t 
for some number t. 
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Proof. Otherwise (O x - IJ s<t O$(s))teN is a descending sequence of non- 
empty closed subsets of a compact space, hence its intersection is non- 
empty, hence O k ~; Us~ N Of(s). 
The Cantor space S is a Boolean space which is perfect and has a 
countable basis of clopen sets. Hence it is the Stone space of the coun- 
table atomless Boolean algebra ~a" The precise property of S which we 
exploit repeatedly is that a nonempty clopen set is the disjoint union of 
two nonempty clopen sets. 
We sketch one construction of S, mainly in order to establish some 
notation. Let S O = [0, 1 ], S 1 = [0, 13 ], S 2 = [~3, 1 ], S 3 = [0, 9 x ], 
S 4 = [~, ½ ], ... and L 0 -- S 0, L 1 = S 1 u $2, L 2 = S 3 u S 4 u S 5 u S 6 . . . . .  
Then S = I ' ln~ N Ln, with the subspace topology induced by the real 
line. 
Lemma 5. The clopen subsets of  the Cantor space S are precisely the 
intersections with S o f  unions o f  finitely many of  the sets S i. The 
clopen subsets of  S can be given the structure of  a computable Boolean 
algebra. 
Proof (Outline). Each S i has the property that S i N S is clopen; clearly 
it is closed in S, but it is also open in S since, e.g., S 4 n S = (~, ½ ) n S. 
Now let O be an arbitrary clopen subset ofS.  I f x  E O, then there is 
a sequence {in} such that x E Sin C__ Ln for all n. Since the lengths of 
the Sin tend to zero and O is open in S, there is an n o such that 
X E Sin 0 n S C_ O. Hence O = U (S i n S: S i n S ~ O }. Since O is a closed 
subset of S, it is compact. Each S i n S is open. Taking a finite subcover, 
this proves the first assertion. It is now intuitively clear that we can use 
sequence numbers (see Rogers [ 16, p. 71 ] ) to produce an admissible 
indexing for the clopen subsets of S; to make the enumeration one-to- 
one, it suffices to deal only with finite sets of S i's which are pairwise 
disjoint. We omit details. 8 
Lemma 6. Let (On)n~ N and (Un)n~ N be two admissible indexings for 
the clopen subsets o f  the Cantor space. Then there exists a recursive 
8 An alternative proof is along the lines of Ershov [3, p. 33]. 
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permutation p such that the map which correlates each O n with Up(n) is 
an isomorphism of  the Boolean algebras and induces a homeomorphism 
of  the Cantor space onto itself. 
Proof (Outline). Effectivize the Cantor "back and forth" proof that any 
two countable atomless Boolean algebras are isomorphic, or, equivalent- 
ly, that any two perfect Boolean spaces with countable bases of clopen 
sets are homeomorphic. For the topological version, see Bell and Slom- 
son [1, pp. 28-30].  
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§ 3. The recursively regular open sets 
Theorem 7. There exist recursive open subsets U a and U b o f  the Cantor 
space such that U a and U b are both regular open and (U a w Ub) ±± is not 
r.e. open. 
Note that since we are dealing with the Cantor space itself, Lemma 6 
allows us to suppress reference to the particular choice of admissible 
i ndex ing  (On)n~ N for the clopen sets. 
Proof (Outline). Let ~0 (n), ~o 1 (n) .... be one of the usual enumerations 
of all partial recursive functions of one variable. Suppose that 
(,) (u  a u Ub )1" = U 0 
n~N ~°e(n) ' 
a condition which we wish to prevent. Then On~ N O~e(n ) is regular, by 
Lemma l(b). It is to our benefit o look at the closures of the sets on 
the two sides of equation (*), for the following three reasons: 
(i) Doing so produces a set which has the same clopen subsets as the 
original set, by regularity. I e., a clopen set O~(e) is a subset of 
Un~ N O~e(n ) iff it is a subset of (Un~ N O~oe(n))-. 
(ii) Doing so gets us closer (in some sense) 9 to the effectiveness 
condition, which is related to U a u U b rather than to (Ua u Ub) l±. 
This is because Lemma l(b) guarantees that (U a u U b )' l -  = (U a u Ub)- 
(iii) The set (U a u Ub)-  may contain clopen subsets which U a u U b 
does not contain since U a u U b need not be regular open. 
Thus, to prevent (*), it suffices to guarantee the existence of a clopen 
set O,~(e ) such that 
(,) 0 (e) g (U  a U Ub) -  ~ Oa(e) C U 0 
- -  n~N ~e(n)  " 
For the moment, assume that O~(e) has been chosen in some fashion. 
The sets Ua and U b are to be r.e. open, say U a =UtsN Oa(o and Ub = 
O teN Ob(t) for recursive functions a and b. Hence we can think of 
approximating to them in stages, defining Oa(t) and Ob(t) at stage t. 
Our approximations to U, and U b at the end of stage t are U n,; t Oa(n) 
9 This is vague, especially since Ua u Ub c_ (Ua u Ub) -u- c_C_ (Ua u Ub)-. What we mean is 
that it is easier to relate an effective construction of Ua and U b to properties of (U a u Ub)-, 
as outlined below, than to properties of (U a u Ub) t±. 
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and O n ~ t Ob (n), respectively. Condition (*) suggests that at various 
stages we ask about the condition O,(e) c_ On~N O~e(n) for various 
approximations to On~N O~oe(n )" If the approximations do not satisfy 
this condition, then we add (another!) part of O,(e) to U a u U b . (To 
allow Ua and U b to be regular open, we do not add all of this part to 
either U a or U b .) However, we are cautious and do not add all o f  O~(e) 
to U a u U b. Thus if some later approximation tells us that O~(e) 
One N O~e(n), then we still have the means available for preventing 
O~(e) ~ (U  a u U b ) - .  Compactness guarantees that if O,te) ~ Un~ N O~e(n), 
then we will learn this fact when looking at some approximation (see 
Lemma 4). 
Now consider the choice of the sequence (Oa(e))e~N. In order to avoid 
priority arguments (cf. Rogers [ 16, Chapters 10 and 12] ), we avoid 
conflicts between the requirements (*) for different values of e by 
making the various sets O,~(e ) pairwise disjoint. It is natural to attempt 
to choose any sequence which satisfies these conditions. However, tech- 
nical problems then arise in our efforts to make U a and U b regular and 
to approximate to Ua ~ and U~. Hence we also relate O~(e) to O e in a 
certain fashion. We are able to define the sequence (Oa(e))ee N at the 
outset of the construction, without reference to approximations to
U a, U b, Ula and U~. However, the nature of our construction of U a, U b, 
Ua ~ and U~ will be affected by which of several cases governs the defini- 
nition of O~(e). (See Case 1 in the construction given below and property 
(7) in the proof that the construction works.) 
The construction. Define the sequence (Oa(e))e~ N by course-of-values 
recursion. Set 0~(0) = 2, the first index of a nonempty proper subset of 
the Cantor space. Assume e > 0 and (~(k) has been defined for all k < e. 
We may assume that we have effective access to those values. By induc- 
tion, assume that U~< e O~(ic) is a proper subset of the Cantor space. 
Cases (a) and (b) io Either O e c_ U/c<e O~(k) or (Uk<eO~(k)) ' C_ Oe" 
Define 
a(e) =/aj [O i is a proper nonempty subset of (Uk<eOa(k))']. 
lO The unusual labeling of cases will help correlate the definition of a with the construction 
given below. 
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Case (c) Otherwise. i e., 0 e -- Uk< e Oa(k) is a proper nonempty clopen 
subset of (Uk<e O~(k))'. Define 
a(e)  = ta][O/= 0 e - Uk<eO (k)] . 
This completes the definition of a. 
We construct recursive functions of one argument a, b, c and d by 
simultaneous recursion. For this construction, the variable x always 
ranges over the set {a, b, c, d}. At the end of the construction we will 
define U x = Ut~ N Ox(t). At stage t > 0, when x(n)  has already been 
defined for all n < t, we use the notation U(xt-1) for Un<tOx(n) .  Think 
of U(x t-l) as the approximation to U x at the end of stage t - 1 of the 
construction. We will guarantee that U c = Ula and U d = U~. 
Let j: N X N -+ N be the pairing function which enumerates the pairs 
in the order (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2), .... The function 
] and its inverses l and r are recursive and satisfy the conditions 
(i) l(](e, s)) = e ,  
(ii) r(](e, s)) = s ,  
(iii) ] ( l ( t ) ,  r (t))  = t ,  
(iv) s < s' =* ](e, s) < ](e, s') , 
(v) e < e' =, ](e, s) < ](e', s) , 
where all variables are to be interpreted as universally quantified. Stage 
t = ](e, 0) is used to connect he construction of the various sets U x 
with the relation between O e and Oa(e). (As noted earlier, see property 
(7) in the proof that the construction given below works.) For s > 0, 
stage ](e, s) is related to the sth approximation to the condition (*). 
Stage t = ](e, s) fo r  t >I O. By the nature of recursion, we may assume 
that we have access to indices for the clopen sets U(x t-l) in the enumera- 
tion (Oe)e~ N. (If t = 0, we could regard U(x t-l) as 0. However, in that 
case we will not need access to these indices.) 
Case 1 : s = 0. By properties of the pairing function, this will turn out 
to be the first time that O~(e) plays a role in the construction. 
(a) 0 e c__ I j k< e Oa(k). Set x( t )  = O, so that U(x t) = Ulx t-l). 
(b) (Uk< e Oa(k)) '  C-C-- 0 e. Set 
a(t)  = d( t )  = la][O] is a proper nonempty subset of Oa(e) ]
and 
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b(t)  = c(t) = la][Oj is a proper nonempty subset of 
Oa(e) - O a(t) ]. 
(c) Otherwise. I.e., 0 e - Uk< e O(X) is a proper nonempty clopen sub 
set of (Ok< e O (k))'. Set x( t )  = O. 
Case 2: s > 0. In the enumeration ~o0 (n), ~01 (n), ... corresponding to a 
universal Turing machine, compute ach of ~Oe(0), ..., ~Oe(S) for s stages. 
(a) Oa(e) C U { O~oe(n): n <, S & ¢e(n) converges in at most s stages). 
Set a(t) = b(t)  = 0 and 
c(t) = d(t)  = la][Oj = O,~(e ) - (If(a t-l) U U(t-1))] . 
(b) Otherwise. Define A( t ) ,  the index of the clopen set which is 
"attacked" at stage t, by 
A( t )  = lam[O m c_ Oa(e ) &Om _ (U (t-l) u U (t-l)) 4= 0 & 
(vt'  < t) (A( t ' )  4= rn)]. 
Set 
and 
a(t) = d(t)  = M [O1. is a nonempty proper clopen subset of 
OA(t ) - - (u ( t -1 )U  Ub(t-1)) ]
b(t)  = c(t) = #] [Oi is a nonempty proper clopen subset of 
OA(t)-- (U (t-l) U U (t- l )  U Oa(t))] . 
This completes the construction. 
Since we are dealing with the Cantor space rather than an arbitrary 
Boolean space, any nonempty clopen set is the disjoint union of two 
nonempty clopen sets, as mentioned in § 2.2. This fact is crucial in 
establishing that the above construction is well behaved. For instance, 
this fact, together with the inductive hypothesis that Ok< e Oa(k) is a 
proper subset of the Cantor space and the fact that the clopen sets form 
a Boolean algebra under the usual set-theoretic operations, allows us to 
conclude that a(e) is well defined. In the future, we will not give such 
arguments in detail. 
Easy arguments, mostly inductions, establish the following conse- 
quences of our construction: 
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(0) The function a is recursive and the sets Oa(e) are nonempty and 
pairwise disjoint. The functions a, b, c and d are well defined and recur- 
sire. (A detailed proof would involve a careful analysis of the functions 
related to supremum, infimum and complement in the definition of a 
computable Boolean algebra, the fact that zero- and one-elements are 
distinguished, 11 and an analysis of definition by cases and simultane- 
ous recursion. The latter lets us assume, e.g., that when we are defining 
a(t), we have effective access to the values a(k), b(k),  c(k) and d(k) for 
all k < t, and hence have effective access to indices for the sets g(x t-l).) 
All references to set-theoretic nclusion and complement in the constru( 
tion concern clopen sets, hence can be translated in terms of the recur- 
sive functions , i and c. 
(1) If t = ](e, 0), then properties of the pairing function imply that 
U ( t - l )  U S ( t - l )  q U 0 (k) . 
k<e 
This is relevant o Case 1 (b).of the construction and facilitates the deri- 
vation of a number of the results which follow. 
(2) U an U b =fl. 
(3) g n u e = ¢. 
(4) U b n U d =fl. 
( s )v  b C_Vc. 
(6) Ua c- U a . 
(7 )  [O  e n U a =0 orO e n U b =0orO e o U c =0 orOen Ud=0]  =~ 
Oe C__ Uk<e O(k). (For if Case 1 (b) held at stage t = ](e, O), then we 
would have Oa(e) c__ Oe.) 
(8) A(t )  is one-to-one on its domain, the set of t such that Case 2(b) 
holds at stage t. 
Lemma 8. The sets u a and U b are regular open. 
Proof. We prove that U a is regular open. (The proof for U b is similar.) 
Suppose O e c__ Ua ~ We must show that 0 e c__ Ua" By (2), O e n U b = O. 
Hence (7) implies that 0 e c_ I.Jk~e Oa(k). Thus it suffices to show that 
0 e n O~(k) C__ Ua for each k < e. Fix k ~< e. 
! 1 This is used heavily. For instance, the definition of A(t) in Case 2(b) involves checking 
whether a certain clopen set is nonempty, i.e., has nonzero index. Also, the construction re- 
quires numerous checks concerning whether a certain clopen set is a proper subset of another 
one. 
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Case (a) O~¢k) C_ I.j{Osoe(n): ~otc(n ) converges}. Let s be the smallest s' 
such that O~(t¢ ) c U (O~0k(n): n <<, s' & ¢k(n)  converges in at most s' steps) 
(Such an s exists, by Lemma 4.) Let t = ](k, s). Then Oc(t) = O~(k) -- 
(Uff -1) u U(bt-1)). Since O e c_ Ua- ' (3) implies O e N O~¢k) ¢ U(a t- l )  
U U(b t - l )  and (2) implies O e n O(k) C_C_ Ua~t-1). 
Case (b) Otherwise. Hence for every s > 0, Case 2 (b) holds at stage 
/ (k,  s) of the construction. For a proof  by contradiction, assume that 
0 e n O~(k) ~: U a. Since O e n U b = 0, it follows that O e n O~(k) 
U a u U b . Let 0 m = O e n O~(1¢ ). By (8), there is an s > 0 such that 
A( / (k ,  s)) = m. Hence 0 m n U b 4= O, so that O e n U b :~ 0. Contradiction. 
Lemma 9. U c = U±a and U d = U~. 
Proof. Again, the two proofs are similar. We prove U c = U~a . By (3), 
Uc c_ U~. For a proof  by contradiction, suppose the inclusion is proper. 
Since the clopen sets form a basis for the open sets, there is an e such 
that O e c__ Ua~ but 0 e ~= U c. In particular, O e n U a = 0, SO (7) implies 
that 0 e c IJk<<. e Oa(k). Thus there is a number k such that O e n Oa¢k) ~ U, 
By (5), O e n Oa¢k) ~ U b. Since O e n U a = @, it follows that O e n O~¢k) 
UoUUb. 
Let s > 0. Suppose that Case 2(a) holds at stage t =/(k,  s). Then 
O,~¢x ) - (U~a t - l )  u U(a t - l ) )  c__ Uc" By (5) and the fact that Oe m U a = O, 
we have that O e m O~(k) c__ Uc ' a contradiction. Hence Case 2 (b) holds 
at stage t =/(k,  s) for every s > 0. Let 0 m = O e n O,,¢k ). By (7) and the 
conclusion of  the previous paragraph, there exists a stage t such that 
A( t )  = m. Hence O e n U a 4= O. Contradiction. 
Lemma 10. (U a u Ub) ±± is not  r.e. open. 
Proof. Suppose V = (U a u U b )±± = I.I neN Of(n) for a recursive funct ion f. 
Let e be such that f = ~o e. By Lemma 1 (b), V is regular and V- = 
(U  a u Ub) - .  By regularity, 
O ce) C_C_ u o c (u  a u Ub) -  
n e N ~o e(n) O~(e) --
It suffices to refute this equivalence. 
Case (a) Oa(e) C [~eN O~oe(n)" Let s be the least s' such that O(e)  C__ 
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U{O~oe(n): n < s' & ~Oe(n) converges in at most s' stages). (By Lemma 4, 
such an s' exists.) 
Since O~(e) 4: @, we know s > 0. Let t = ](e, s). The minimality condi- 
tion on s and an easy induction imply that O~(e) - (U(a t- l )  U U(b t - l ) )  4: @. 
Hence Oa(e) n U(c t) n U(d t) 4: f~. By Lemma 9, Oa(e) n Dia n U~ :/= 0. Since 
UXa n U~ = (U a u U~)' = (U a u Ub)-' ,  it follows that Oa(e) g; (U a u Ub)- 
Case (b) Otherwise. Then Case 2 (b) holds at stage t = ](e, s) for each 
s > 0. Suppose O~(e) ~ (U a u Ub)-. Then the nonempty open set 
O~(e) - (U a u Ub)- contains anonempty clopen set 0 m. Hence there is 
a number t such that A(t)  = m. Hence 0 m n U a 4: fk. This contradicts he 
fact that 0 m C_ Oo~(e) _ (U a U Ub) - .  Hence in Case (b), Oa(e) C_C_ (U a U Ub) 
In each case, we have refuted the equivalence. 
By Lemmas 8 and 9, U a and U b are recursive open sets which are regu- 
lar. Together with Lemma 10, this proves the theorem. 
Corollary 11. The recursive open subsets of  the Cantor space which are 
regular open do not form a Boolean algebra under the operations which 
make the regular open sets a minimal completion of  the clopen sets. 
Corollary 12. There exists a recursive open subset o f  the Cantor space 
which is regular open but not clopen. 
Proof. The clopen sets form a Boolean algebra under the usual set- 
theoretic operations. When restricted to the clopen sets, the operations 
which make the regular open sets a Boolean algebra become the usual 
set-theoretic operations. 
The first corollary leads us to consider both the Boolean algebra gener- 
ated by the recursive open sets which are regular and the collection of re- 
cursively regular open sets. 
Theorem 13. Let ~ = (B, s, i, c, (On)n~N) be an arbitrary computable 
Boolean algebra whose elements O n are the clopen sets of  some Boolean 
space 9". The collection o f  subsets o f  9" which are recursively regular 
open with respect o (On)n~ N forms a Boolean algebra under the opera- 
tions which make the regular open sets a minimal completion o f  the 
clopen sets. 
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Proof. The empty set and the entire space are both recursively regular 
open since they are clopen. 
Let V = (Un~ N Of(n))±± = (fln~ N Og(n ))'± for recursive functions f and 
g. We wish to show that V ± is recursively regular open. First, 
v l= u %,  = u %, 
n~N neN 
( )( ),i( ),i ,, Z fl O' = f] Oc(f(n) ) = U Of(n) = n~N f(n) hEN n~N 
by Lemma 1 (b). Second, 
V ± = f] Og(n ) = U Oc(g(n)) . 
n~N n~N 
Since the compositions c o f and c o g are recursive, V ± is recursively 
regular open. 
Suppose in addition that U = (Un~ N OF(n)) ±± = (['ln~ N OG(n)) '± for 
recursive functions F and G. We wish to show that U n V is recursively 
regular open. Let ] be a pairing function with inverses I and r. (For de- 
tails, see the proof of the previous theorem.) First, 
±I I± 
:( o n Oi y, ) 
<x,y >~N xN (OF(x) 
±± 
Oi(F(l(n)), )13. = U 
n~N f(r(n))) ' 
by Lemma 1 (c). Second, 
'± '1 
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r t l_ 
i 
=(n~N Oc(G(n))U neNU Oc(g(n))) ,  
by DeMorgan's law and the fact that the closure of a finite union is the 
union of the closures. Hence there is a recursive function h such that 
U f~ V = (Une  N Oh(n)) ±. Hence 
U O g = ~ U O c(c(h(n))) = 
nEN n 
It follows that (U u V) ±± is recursively regular open. For (U u F) 1± = 
(U- u V- )'± = (U 1 n V±) I. (This is just DeMorgan's law for the unusual 
operations which make the regular open sets into a Boolean algebra.) 
Corollary 14. Let ~ be an arbitrary computable Boolean algebra whose 
elements are the clopen sets of  some Boolean space 9". Let (On)ne N be 
its indexing. The Boolean algebra generated by the regular open sets 
which are recursive open with respect o (On)he N, iS a subalgebra of  the 
algebra of  sets which are recursively regular open with respect o (On)ne N 
Proof. Let V = UneN Of(n) and V ± = Une N Og(n ) for recursive funct ionsf  
and g. If V is regular open, then V = (Line N Of(n)) l± and 
g = U Og(n = U Og(n ) = f'l Oe(g(n)) . 
neN neN neN 
Hence every recursive open set which is regular is recursively regular 
open. Now apply the theorem. 
Corollary 15. There exists a recursively regular open subset of  the Cantor 
space which is not recursive open. 
Proof. Use Corollary 11 and the theorem and corollary just proven. 12 
Accumulating results of Corollaries 12, 14 and 15, we have a hierarchy 
the classes of clopen sets, recursive open sets which are regular, and recur 
12 Alternatively, Corollary 14 can'be proven directly, without reference to Theorem 13. 
Hence Corollary 15 follows from Theorem 7 without reference to Theorem 13. 
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sively regular open sets form an increasing sequence of sets under inclusion 
For the Cantor space, the sequence is strictly increasing. 
In view of Corollary 14, it is natural to ask whether the Boolean algebra 
generated by the recursive open sets which are regular equals the algebra 
of all recursively regular open sets. I.e., are the two means of introducing 
noneffectiveness into the definition of recursive open set equally non- 
effective ? An affirmative answer, for the Cantor space, will be a corollary 
of the following result. 
Theorem 16.13 (i) Let  U be an r.e. open subset o f  the Cantor space. Then 
U is the union o f  two disjoint r.e. open sets R a and R b such that R a and 
R b are both regular open and Ria = U ± u R b and R~ = U l (J R a. 
(ii) I f  in addit ion U ± is recursively regular open, then R a and R b are 
also recursively regular open. 
(iii) 1f in addit ion to the hypothesis o f  (ii), U is recursive open, then 
R a and R b are also recursive open. 
Proof. If U is clopen, then we can take R a = U and R b = 1~. Assume not. 
Let U= Un~ N Of(n) for some recursive function f. Since U is not clopen, 
we may assume that (Of(n))n~N is a sequence of pairwise disjoint non- 
empty sets. We wish to define recursive functions a and b such that 
R a = Un~ N Oa(n) and R b = Un~ N Ob(n) behave properly. 
We will define three functions A, a and b by simultaneous recursion. 
Assume they have been defined for all natural numbers m which are less 
than n. Define A(n) ,  the index of the clopen set "attacked" at stage n, 
by 
A(n)  = lak[O k c3 Of(n) =/= ~ 
(O k (q Um< nOa(m) =~ or  O k 0 Urn< n Ob(m)=~)] . 
Set 
a(n) = Isk[O x is a nonempty proper subset of OA(n) n Of(n) ] , 
b(n) = uk[ O k = O/(n) - O a(n) ] . 
13 We are grateful to A.J. Boals, who pointed out that every open set in the Cantor space is a 
union of finitely many regular open sets, a result which our theorem effectivizes. 
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Define R a and R b as indicated earlier. 
Easy arguments establish the following consequences of our construc- 
tion: 
(0) The functions A, a and b are recursive. 
(1) R a o R b = O. 
(2) R a U R b = U. 
(3) A is one-to-one. 
Lemma 17. R a and  R b are regular open. 
Proof. We show that R a is regular open. (The proof for R b is similar.) 
Suppose not. Then there is a number k such that O k ~ R~ but Ok~=R a. 
By (3), there is a number n o such that a(n) >I k whenever n >~ n o . There 
does not exist any number n such that O k n R a c_c_ Urn< n Of(m). (For if 
there did exist such an n, then O k - Urn< n Of(m) would be a nonempty 
open subset of the boundary of R a.) Hence we can define 
n I = lan[n >>- n o & O k n Of(n) =fi ~]. 
Since O k ~ R-~ , property (1) implies that O k n R b = 0. Hence A(n  1) = k 
and Oh(n) n O k 4: 0. Contradiction. 
Lemma 18. Ra l = U 1 u R b and  R~ = U ± u R a. 
Proof. Once again, the two results are proved similarly. We show that 
R~a = U ± u R b . Suppose not. By (1) and (2), U ± u R b is an open set 
which is disjoint from R a . Hence there must exist a number k such that 
O k n R a = 0 and O k g~ U ± u R b . By (3), there is a number n o such that 
a(n) >1 k whenever n/> n 0. There does not exist any number n such that 
O k n R b C_ IJm< n Of(m). (For if there did exist such an n, then the open 
set O k - IJ m<n Of(m) would intersect he boundary of U without inter- 
secting U.) Hence we can define n 1 = lan[n >1 n o & O k n Ol(n) 4= ~].  
Since O k n R a = 0, it follows that A(n 1) = k and hence O k n R a 4= O. 
Contradiction. 
The above two lemmas prove (i). 
Now suppose U l is recurs±rely regular open. Thus there is a recursive 
function h(n)  such that U l = (IJn~ N Oh(n)) l±.  Thus 
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R a =Rla I=(U  ± URb )±= 2NOh(n)  URb 
= nNOh("  nR = n  Oh( " UR b , 
where the next to last equality is by Lemma 1 (b). Since R b is r.e. open, 
there is a recursive function H(n) such that R a = (Un~ N OH(n)) ±. But we 
also have that Ra l = (U Oa(n)) ± for a(n) recursive. By the comments fol- 
lowing Definition 2, R a is recursively regular open. The proof for R b is 
similar. This proves (ii). 
For (iii), assume U is recursive open. Thus U ± is r.e. open. Thus 
R~ = U ± u R b is r:e. open, so that R a is recursive open. The proof  for 
R b is similar. 
Theorem 19. The Boolean algebra generated by the recursive open sub- 
sets of  the Cantor space which are regular equals the algebra of  reeursive- 
ly regular open sets. 
Before giving a proof, it is instructive to consider an unsuccessful 
attempt at a proof. Suppose I4/is an arbitrary recursively regular open 
set. Let F(n) and H(n) be recursive functions such that 
W= 13 and = 13 OH(n) . 
n~N heN 
Suppose that we attempt o show that W is in the Boolean algebra gener- 
ated by the recursive open sets which are regular by constructing (dis- 
joint) recursive open sets R 1 and R 2 (which are regular) such that 
W = (R 1 u R2) ±±. Since R 1 and R 2 are to be r.e. open, the obvious 
attempts at constructions will make R 1 u R 2 = Line N OF(n). If this is 
the case, then R] n R~ = (R 1 u R2 )± = 141 ± = (Un~ N OH(n)) ±1, by Lemma 
1 (b). Thus in the course of constructing the r.e. open sets R]  and R~, 
we must in general allow for them to include a superset of  the r.e. open 
sets R 2 u Un~ N OH(n) and R 1 u U n~N OH(n)" It is not clear how to add 
any more than these sets and still force R)  and R~ to be r.e. open. Thus 
a more subtle approach appears to be required. Our proof will entail two 
steps, each of which is somewhat similar to the above attempt. The two 
steps correspond to the last two parts of Theorem 16. 
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Proof. By Corollary 14, it suffices to show that every recursively regulal 
open set is in the Boolean algebra generated by the recursive open sets 
which are regular. 
Step 1. If V is a recursively regular open subset of the Cantor space 
such that V -t is r.e. open, so that there are recursive functions fand  h 
such that V= (UneNOf(n))  ±± and V ± = UneNOh(n) , then Vis in the 
Boolean algebra generated by the recursive open sets which are regular. 
For then the set U = On~ N Of(n) is recursive open since Lemma 1 (b) 
guarantees that U ± = U l±± = Line N Oh(n). Choose R a and R b as in 
Theorem 16(iii). In particular, V = U ±± = (R a u Rb )l± is the supremum 
of R a and R b , two recursive open sets which are regular. 
Step 2. Let W be an arbitrary recursively regular open set. Let F(n) 
be a recursive function such that W = (Line N OF(n)) l i .  The set V = 
Une N OF(n) is an r.e. open set such that V j- = V i i i  = W ± is recursively 
regular open, by Lemma 1 (b) and Theorem 13. By Theorem 16 (ii), 
there are r.e. open sets V a and V b such that V a and V b are recursively 
regular open (and hence regular) and V = V a u V b . By Theorem 13, V ± a 
and V~ are recursively regular open. Since Va l i  = V a and V~ ± = V b are 
both r.e. open, Step 1 yields that Va ~ and V~ are in the Boolean algebra 
generated by the recursive regular open sets which are regular. Hence so 
are W l l a = Va and = V b. Hence so is their supremum (V a u Vb )±l 
V i i  = W. 
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§ 4. Constructive xtensions 
Our main results in this section characterize the simple extensions of 
an arbitrary computable Boolean algebra which are constructive. First, 
however, we include an easy observation as an aside. While we phrase it 
in the context of this paper, it should be clear that it really has nothing 
to do with Boolean algebras and could be stated in the general setting of 
Rabin [ 14]. We suppress ome of the notation used in the formal defini- 
tions of computable Boolean algebra nd constructive extension given in 
§ 2, and we argue informally. 
Lemma 20. Let  2l = (A, (an)), ~ = (B, (bn)) and ~ = (C, (Cn)) be comput-  
able Boolean algebras uch that 21 is a subalgebra o f  ~ and ~ is a sub- 
algebra o f  6. 
(i) If~8 is a constructive xtension o f  21 and ~ is a constructive xten- 
sion o f~,  then ~ is a constructive xtension o f  21. 
(ii) I f  ~ is both a constructive xtension o f  21 and a constructive x- 
tension o f~,  then ~8 is a constructive xtension o f  21. 
Proof. Part (i) is utterly trivial; i f f  and g are recursive functions uch 
that a n = bf(n) and b n = Cg(n), then a n = Cg(f(n)). For part (ii), assume 
that g and h are recursive functions uch that b n = Cg(n ) and a n = Ch(n). 
Then f (n )  = #k[g(k)  = h(n)] defines a recursive function f such that 
a n = bf(n). 
We begin the main project of this section by establishing an embedding 
result. Suppose we begin with any computable Boolean algebra (not 
necessarily the atomless one) represented asits Stone space. Any exten- 
sion of it which consists of subsets of that space and forms a Boolean 
algebra under the operations used to make the regular open sets into a 
Boolean algebra must itself consist of regular open sets, since in any 
Boolean algebra the complement of the complement of an element 
equals that element. 
We now show that any extension which satisfies this condition and is 
a constructive extension consists entirely of recursive open sets. 
Lemma 21. Let  ~ be an arbitrary computable Boolean algebra whose 
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elements are the clopen sets in some Boolean space g, with admissible 
indexing (On)n~ N. Let ~ = (C, s, i, c, (U n)n~N ) be a constructive xtension 
of  ~ such that each of  its elements U n is a regular open subset of  g. 
Then there exist recursive functions f(j, n) and g(L n) such that 
= = U Og(/,n )U] n~NU Of(],n) and U~. n~N 
for all natural numbers j. Thus the sets U~ are all recursive open in a uni- 
form fashion. 
Proof. Let h be a recursive function such that O n = Uh(n) for all n. Since 
the clopen sets form a basis for the open sets in 7, 
UI .= U (O n" Uh(n) Q-- Uf) = U (O n" Uh(n) n f ;=0)  
n~N n~N 
: U (On: Uh(n) n U/ :  ~}, 
n~N 
where the last equality uses the regularity of U/. Also, 
UI.~= U (On: Uh(n) C__ UI ) = U (O n" Uh(n) n U~ =~) 
n~N n~N 
: U (O n" Uh(n) n U l. = (~), 
n~N 
where the last equality uses the definition of closure. Define 
f(]'n) = { O otherwiseifi(h(n)'c(J))=O', 
gfj, n) = {O if i(h(n),/) = O . 
These functions have the desired properties. Note that the use of regu- 
larity and the definition of closure in the proof were needed because 
the function c does not correspond to set-theoretic complement. 
Corollary 22. The Boolean algebra generated by the recursive open sub- 
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sets o f  the Cantor space which are regular (i.e., by Theorem 19, the 
algebra o f  recursively regular open subsets of  the Cantor space) is not a 
constructive xtension of  the Boolean algebra o fa l l  clopen subsets o f  
the Cantor space. 
Proof. Use the above lemma, Corollary 11 and Corollary 14. 
Theorem 23. Let 2 = (B, s, i, c, (On)n~ N) be an arbitrary computable 
Boolean algebra whose elements are the clopen sets of  some Boolean 
space 5 r. Let V be a regular open subset o f  ~r. The Boolean algebra 
2(V) generated by the clopen sets together with V can be given the 
structure of  a constructive xtension of  2 i ff  V is recursive open. 
Proof. I f2(V) can be made into a.constructive extension of 2, then 
every element of 2 (V), and in particular V itself, is recursive open, by 
the above lemma. Now let V be any recursive open set which is regular. 
We wish to give2 (V) the structure of a constructive extension of 2. Our 
proof contains everal steps. First we develop a representation for the 
elements of 2(V) which minimizes the amount of topological machinery 
which separates them from the r.e. open sets V and V ±. This requires 
considerable work since the supremum operation is not set-theoretic 
union. 
Step 1. U ~ 2 (V) i f f  there are n and m such that 
U:  [ (V -  (1 On) tO (V '  (-10m) ] ' 
Proof of Step 1. It is easy to verify that U~ 2(V) iff there are N and M 
such that 
(*) U = [ (Vn  ON) U (V ± n OM)] ±± . 
(Use the fact that the operations which make the regular open sets into 
a Boolean algebra reduce to the usual set-theoretic operations when 
applied to the clopen sets and make the clopen sets into a Boolean algebra 
Or see Sikorski [18, p. 14] .) Assume Uhas the form (*). The fact that 
the closure of a finite union is the union of the closures, Lemma 3, two 
applications of DeMorgan's law and the regularity of V justify the string 
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of equalities 
U= [(Vn ON)- U (V l n OM)- ],1 
= [ (V -  O ON) U (V l -  N OM) ] '± 
= [ (V-  n ON)'A (V ±- n OM)'] i 
f : [ (V ± u ON)n (V i lu  OM)] l  
F t 
= [(V ± o ON) n (Vu  OM)] ± 
Setting n = c(N) and rn = c(M), distributing twice, using that the closure 
of a finite union is the union of the closures, and using Lemma 3, 
U = [(V j- u On) n (Vu  Om)] ± 
= [(V ± N (VU Ore) ) U (O n n (Vu  Om))]z 
= [ (V  I n Ore) u (On n V) u (O n n Ore) ] ! 
: [ (V  I n Om)- u (O n n V) -  u (O n n Ore)]' 
(¢) = [ (V  ±-  n Om) u (O n n V - )  u (0 ,  n Om)] '  
But (O n n Om) - (V ±- n Om) = (0 n n Ore) n (V l -  n Ore)' = (O n n Om) 
F t 
n (V "Lj- U Om)=(O n n Om)n (VU Om)=(On n 0 m n V)c__ O n n V-, 
by regularity. Hence the third term in ($) is unnecessary, and 
U = [(V I -  n Ore) u (0. n V-) ] '  
= [(V- n 0 n) u (V ±'' n Ore)]' 
= [ (V -  n On) U (V' n Om) ]' , 
by regularity. Clearly all the steps are reversible, so U has a representation 
of the desired form iff it has one of form (*). This completes Step 1. 
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Define 
Un, m = [(V-  n On)U (g '  N Om) ]' 
We would like to use a pairing function to enumerate the sets Un, m . How- 
ever, such an enumeration would have repetitions. In Step 2, we develop 
a criterion for when repetitions occur. 
Step 2. Un, m = UN, M i f f  V n O n = V n O N and V ± n 0 m = V ± n 0 M. 
Proof  of Step 2. Clearly U'n, m n V = V n O n and U'n, m n V ± = V ± n Ore, 
and similar statements hold when N and M replace n and m. Hence if 
Un, m =Uu,  M, then  Vn  O n = Vn  O u and V ±nO m = V ±nO M.  
On the other hand, suppose that VN O n = VA O N and V ± n 0 m = 
V ±n O M.Then(Vn  O n) -  =(Vn  ON) -  and, byLemma3,  V- N O n= 
V-  n 0 u .  Also (V ± n Ore)-  = (V ± n OM)- and, by the same lemma, 
= . =V 'nO M.Hence V ±- nO m V 1- n O M By regularity, V'A 0 m 
Un,m = UN,M" 
Step 3. ((n,  m, N, M):  Un, m = UN, M ~ iS a recursive subset  of  N 4. 
Proof of Step 3. An equivalent formulation of Step 2 is that Un, m = UN, M 
i f f (O n /~ ON)  n V = 0and (0  m/x OM) n V ± = 0, whereXA Y= (X -  Y) 
u (Y -X)  is the symmetric difference of X and Y. 
Given n, m, N and M, pass effectively to indices x and y such that 
0 x =0 nAO N andOy =0 mAO M. 
We show how to decide whether or not 0 x n V = 0. Since V is recur- 
sive open, there are recursive functions f and g such that V = U ~N O$(s) 
and V ± =U s~NOg(s). I f  O x n V:~ O, then 0 x n Of(t) --/= 0 for some t. If 
0 x n V = 0, then 0 x c_ V ± by the definition of closure, hence 0 x c_ 
IJs<~t Og(s ) for some t, by Lemma 4. Hence in any event there is a number 
t such that either 0 x n Of(t) q= 0 or  0 x C__ ['ls~ t Og(s)" The least such t, 
say t 0, can be found effectively. Then 0 x n V = 0 iff i(x, f ( to ) )  = O. 
Similarly, we can decide whether or not Oy n V ± = 0. (For Oy n V l = 
implies Oy c_ V by the regularity of V.) Hence we can decide whether 
Un, m = UN, M . This completes Step 3. 
Let j be the pairing function used in the proof of Theorem 7, with 
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inverses l and r. Define a function n(x) by induction, using the initial 
conditions n(0)=](1,  1)= 3, n(1) =](0,0)  = 0, n(2) =](0, 1) = 2 and 
n(3) = ](1,0) = 1, and, for n > 4, the equation 
n(x) = #n[n > n(x -  1) & n> 3 & 
(Vm)[m < n ~ Ul(m),r(m ) -~ Ul(n),r(n)] ] . 
By Step 3, n is a recursive function. Define U x = Ul(n(x)),r(n(x) ) for all x. 
Clearly U 0 = 0 and U 1 = 5 r, the entire space, and the map which asso- 
ciates Un(x) with x is a one-to-one numeration of all the elements of 
~(V). We wish to show that this indexing is admissible. Now, 
Un, m n UN, M = [ (V -  n On) u (V 'n  0 m) u (V-  n o N) 
u (v 'n  OM)]' 
= [ (V -  n (0 n u ON)) U (V' n (0 m u OM)) ]  ' 
Hence 
U x A Uy = [ (V -  ci Os(l(n(x)),l(n(y)))) 
U (V  t f30s(r(n(x)),r(n(y)))) ] ' 
Clearly we can pass effectively from numbers u and v to a number x
such that U x = Uu,o. Hence the infimum operation corresponds to a 
recursive function. 
Also, 
t Uin,m = [ (V -  n On)' n (V' N On)'] -L = [ (V IUOn)  O(gU Om)] j 
= [ (V  j- f3 (Vu  Om) ) '  U (0.' n (Vu  Ore)) ] ,  i 
I 
=[(F  ~nO m) U(VnO'  n) U (O' n n Om)] ± 
I P 
= [ (V  j- f) Om)-U  (V f )  On)-  U (O n n Om) ]' 
f I t I 
= [ (V  I -  n Ore)u  (V -  n On)u  (0  n n Om)] 
I r P 
= [ (v -  n On) U (V' n Or.) u (0 '  n 0 ,)1 , 
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where the last two equalities are due to Lemma 3 and regularity. But 
F t 
(o  n n o m) - (v '  n o m) = (o .  n o m) n (v '  n O'm. )'
¢ t t 
=(O n n Om) n(Vu  Om) C__ V -  nO n . 
Hence the third term is extraneous, and ± Un, m = Ue(n),c(m ). An argument 
similar to the one given for infimum now lets us conclude that the com- 
plementation operation corresponds to a recursive function. As noted in 
§ 2, it follows that the supremum operation in the Boolean algebra lso 
corresponds to a recursive function. Hence the indexing is admissible. 
For any n, 
t t tP 
[ (v -  n o '  n) u (v '  n O'n)] '  = [ (V -  U V') n On]  = O n = O n . 
Hence the computable algebra ~(V) with the given indexing is a construc. 
tive extension of'~; to find a label for O n in 25(V), we need only find the 
number x such that U x = Uc(n),e(n ). 
Corollary 24. The countable atomless Boolean algebra of clopen subsets 
of the Cantor space possesses proper simple extensions which are con- 
structive. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 12. 
Corollary 25. The countable atomless Boolean algebra of clopen subsets 
of  the Cantor space possesses proper simple extensions which are com- 
putable but not constructive. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 1 5. The extension is atomless, hence computable, 
by Lemma 5. 
Corollary 26. Let 2~ be an arbitrary computable Boolean algebra whose 
elements are the clopen sets of some Boolean space S r. Let (On)n~ N be 
the indexing of 25. The set of  regular open subsets of ~7 which are recur- 
sive open with respect o (On)n~ N equals the union of all constructive 
extensions of '~ which consist entirely of regular open subsets of  S r and 
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equals the union o f  all simple constructive xtensions o f  f8 which con- 
sist entirely o f  regular open subsets o f  ~7. 
Proof. Immediate from the theorem and Lemma 21. 
Can the above theorem be extended to say that adjoining finitely 
many recursive open sets which are regular always produces a construc- 
tive extension? We show the answer is no. 
Corollary 27. There exist recursive open subsets U a and U b o f  the Cantor 
space such that both sets are regular open and the Boolean algebra gener- 
ated by the clopen sets together with U a and U b cannot be given the 
structure o f  a constructive xtension. 
Proof. Choose U a and U b as in Theorem 7. The generated Boolean algebra 
contains (U a u Ub) ±±, which is not recursive open. Apply Lemma 21. 
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